Sexual hypnagogic hallucinations and narcolepsy with cataplexy: a case report
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ABSTRACT

Sexual behavior can be associated with several stages of sleep, including both non-rapid eye movement and rapid eye movement stages of sleep. In narcoleptic patients, orgasmic cataplexy, or orgasmolesy, and sexual hypnagogic hallucinations can be present. Although the association between narcolepsy and sexual behaviors has already been described, few reports describe the embarrassing circumstances for narcoleptic patients after vivid experiences during complex sexual hypnagogic hallucinations. This report describes an interesting case of a narcoleptic patient with sexual hypnagogic hallucinations associated with out-of-body experiences.
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RESUMO

O comportamento sexual pode ser associado a diversos estágios do sono, incluindo tanto o estágio do sono de movimentos rápidos dos olhos quanto os estágios sem movimentos rápidos dos olhos. Em pacientes narcolepticos, cataplexia orgásmica e alucinações hipnagógicas sexuais podem estar presentes. Embora a associação entre a narcolepsia e o comportamento sexual já tenha sido descrita, poucos relatos descrevem as circunstâncias desagradáveis para pacientes narcolepticos após vividas experiências durante alucinações hipnagógicas sexuais complexas. Este relato descreve um interessante caso de um paciente narcoleptico com alucinações hipnagógicas associadas com experiências fora do corpo.
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INTRODUCTION

Sexual vocalizations or conversation, masturbation, sexual fondling, sexual intercourse with or without orgasm, and assaultive sexual behaviors can be seen during sleep1. These interpersonal sexual behaviors during sleep have been associated with individual, familial, and legal repercussions2,3. After the correct diagnosis, treatment can minimize these symptoms. There are several differential diagnoses, which sleep specialists should be aware of3.

Sexual behavior can occur in different stages of sleep, but it is most prevalent during non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep. Sexsomnia is the most common sexual sleep disturbance, and it is responsible for up to 50% of all sexual complaints during sleep. Another 29% of sexual complaints during sleep are the result of seizures4. Sexual behaviors may also occur in rapid eye movement (REM) sleep; however, this occurrence has not yet been documented with polysomnography. In elderly patients, sexual actions may be a manifestation of REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD). Orgasmolepsy or orgasmic cataplexy and sexual hallucinations have been described in narcolepsy patients5.

Narcolepsy is characterized by the excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS), cataplexy, and sleep fragmentation due to impairment of the hypocretin system. Narcolepsy patients may also present sleep paralysis and hypnagogic hallucinations6,7. Recently, cataplexy has also been associated with sexual activity8. Orgasmolepsy is defined as a cataplexy concomitant to orgasm. Although orgasmolesy may be observed in other sleep disorders, such as sleep apnea, sex-precipitating cataplexy has been described most commonly in patients with narcolepsy9.

Another narcolepsy symptom related to sexual behavior is hypnagogic hallucinations (HH). Although the associa-
tion between narcolepsy and sexual behaviors has already been described, few reports describe the embarrassing circumstances experienced by narcolepsy patients after vivid experiences during complex sexual HH. Additionally, there can be forensic implications due to false accusations of sexual assault emerging from vivid sexual HH. These hallucinations can be misinterpreted as psychotic manifestations, which can result in delayed diagnosis and treatment of narcolepsy.

This case report illustrates a peculiar and interesting case of narcolepsy and sexual HH with out-of-body experience (OBE).

CASE REPORT

A 46-year-old male patient, presenting with history of EDS for 16 years, generalized cataplexy, sleep paralysis, and HH. No relatives complained of EDS or cataplexy. The patient denied history of trauma, seizures, or use of illicit drugs. He is a former smoker, and he was on medication to treat hypertension. Interestingly, the main concern of the patient during the first visit was about HH. He experienced sporadic HH throughout the day, but it also frequently occurred during the night. He has been married for over 15 years, and his sexual HH had been interfering with the couple’s sexual relations for the past six years. During sexual HH, he saw his wife and himself in action, like an OBE, concomitant with feelings of floating without cataplexy. No dreams or hypnopompic states were related. Sexual HH typically occurred immediately after onset of sexual activity, and frequently interrupted it.

General and neurologic exams were normal. Polysomnography was normal, and no REM abnormalities were seen. Multiple sleep latency test (MLST) revealed five sleep-onset rapid eye movement sleep periods (SOREMP) with a mean latency of four minutes. HLA-DQB1*0602 was positive and his hypocretin-1 level was less than 40 pg/mL.

The patient was treated with methylphenidate (10 mg –tid) and amitriptyline (50 mg - bedtime dose), which completely removed sexual HH. Residual EDS was seen. Methylphenidate was replaced with modafinil, which improved daytime alertness. The patient provided written informed consent allowing for the use of his clinical data in the research.

DISCUSSION

Although sexual HH experiences have been described, sometimes it is difficult to differentiate them from psychotic hallucinations. Psychotic disorders are not associated with REM dyscontrol. No biomarkers are available to identify these diseases and therefore clinical characteristics are currently fundamental.

Clinical information and electrophysiologic studies help to differentiate the sexual behaviors during sleep. Although patients who suffer from sexsomnia usually cannot remember abnormal sexual behavior during sleep, patients with nocturnal seizures are frequently able to recall these episodes, or they are at least partly aware of the events. Details of the episode can be used as important clues to characterize the differential diagnosis of abnormal sexual behavior during sleep. In all cases, electrophysiologic investigation is appropriate.

The main difference between this case and others described in the literature is the coupling of OBE with sexual HH. OBE is seen in sleep disorders, such as narcolepsy, and in near death experiences. Different approaches have been employed to explain OBE including the paranormal, mystical, psychological, and medical. Hallucinations are a common feature of narcolepsy, occurring typically at sleep onset. Similarly, patients with near death experiences can also describe hallucinatory experiences. It has been proposed that cerebral dysfunction of the temporo-parietal junction or amygdala region in both these instances are mostly responsible for this phenomenon.

In recent years, the understanding of narcolepsy pathophysiology has been growing. Dysfunction in the hypocretin-1 system has been directly implicated as the cause of narcolepsy with cataplexy. However, further studies must be conducted in order to completely elucidate the complex pathophysiology underlying sexual HH.
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